EARLY MOVEMENTS  OF THE WAR
As morning broke on the day after the battle, both
armies were found in the positions they had occupied
overnight.   A  fitful   sleep had done but little to
restore the energies of either force, but a review of the
situation made it clear that the Puritans were in much
better train than their adversaries for a resumption
of the  conflict.   Hampden's   regiment with  other
reinforcements amounted altogether to no less than
four thousand men, including a considerable body
of horse.    During the early hours of the morning
the Puritans were engaged in burying their dead,
performing a like office for many of the Cavaliers.
The King's army was seen resting along the brow of
Edgehill, from which the day before it had descended
with such abundant hope.    As the melancholy work
was going forward, it was observed that the royal
troops were moving.    It was realised instantly that
the King had decided to give no further battle, and
the whole Puritan army waited on the word of Essex
that should send them in pursuit.    It was never given.
It was now that the indecisiveness that was later to
ruin Essex first asserted itself on an occasion of capital
importance.    Hampden, Brooke   and  Holies  urged
him, in words that severely strained the demands of
discipline, to strike.   But he was immovable.      No
explanation of his conduct is possible other than the
somewhat nebulous one that he was constitutionally
incapable of consecutive purpose.    The opportunity
that lay before him on the morning of October 24th,
1642, at the moment when the King by the movement
of his troops declared openly that he was not prepared
to try the issue further, was one such as has seldom
fallen to a general for putting the crown of success on
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